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Everything else is the same as in Cakewalk 8.0.4, including multi-tasking: all tracks can be recorded to the same WAV or AIFF file at the same time, either independently or together, and in any order, with no need to save your project.
The Multi-track mixing environment in Cakewalk 9 is very powerful and versatile. You can mix and equalise using any number of tracks, you can automate effects with different parameters on different tracks, and you can record and

play back audio clips using audio tracks. So what's not to like? All of these facilities are available from the Multi Track Editor - however, there is only one track per view (where there were previously two), the session view is now a single
track, and there are no mixer panning controls. There is no need to setup instruments on a track; rather, all instruments sit in their own sequencer window - which can be useful for multi-tracking and the like. These instruments can be
tracked in multitrack mode to produce cross-effects and background vocals; they can also be soloed, when the session is running in single-track mode. The one minor drawback is that if you're not using the Multi-track editor, you only

have one single channel view, and this means that you can only have one audio track at once - therefore, you can't edit two instruments at once, or hold playback on both at the same time (ie. if you're soloing on track 1, you can't play
on the same track as track 2 is playing). If you're used to keyboard-based multitrack mixing, this might take some getting used to - this is a MIDI track after all, and the VST instruments provided by Cakewalk are limited in comparison

to the Power VST in Cakewalk 8.
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the included glsl shader editor can be used to enable or disable many of the included visual
effects. more effects can be downloaded from the on-line cakewalk store, including new ones
being developed for cakewalk 9.03. however, cakewalk's store is only accessible to registered

cakewalk users who are logged into their website. the switch is a superb midi/audio plugin
that enables the user to instantly switch between two instances of the same plugin, one

being a copy and the other being the original. this is a very useful tool for audio users who
need to apply multiple instances of a complex, and/or cpu-intensive plugin, and then create a
loop from one or more of the instances. it's available in both vst and au versions. zenbeats is
a superbly versatile daw (digital audio workstation) and loop-building platform. its identical to

the desktop and ios version and doesnt suffer from any of the limitations often associated
with mobile versions. zenbeats is a proper daw with unlimited audio and virtual instrument

tracks and comes complete with a suite of instruments, effects, and loops. it's now possible to
destructively apply an existing realtime effect, whether midi or audio, with a couple of mouse

clicks. this can be invaluable when you're running out of processor power. unfortunately,
there's no way of copying effects from one track to another using drag and drop, although it
is possible to move them, and to save a plugin's settings as a preset, and load them into a
new instance of the plugin. new in version 9.03 is the ability to create and edit midi files on

the fly. a new midi editor tool offers the ability to create and edit midi files from within a
sequencer and, importantly, the ability to send and receive midi data from cakewalk as well

as from external midi sources. this means it is now possible to create and edit midi files using
cakewalk and then export them back to midi files, or to midi files created using other

applications. what's more, you can also edit the midi files using cakewalk, making it possible
to edit and edit and edit midi files! this is especially useful if you're using a midi tracker to
record and edit your tracks, as you can now export your tracks in midi file format (even to

other midi trackers) and then edit them with cakewalk. since this feature is tied to cakewalk's
new midi editor tool, it is only available to users of the full version of cakewalk. 5ec8ef588b
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